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[57] ABSTRACT 
A remote time clock unit is connected as a part of one 
remote station of several in a data communication sys 
tem having a controller to generate message frames 
for reading and resetting of the clock. The clock unit 
is a digital type having individual day, hour, minute 
and second counters, with binary coded decimal paral 
leled input and outputs connected for direct transfer 
of the input setting to the outputs. The clock outputs, 
through the loop controller, actuate time operated 
loads at loop remotes in response to programs at the 
loop controller. The clock unit is connected to the sys 
tem by a module address decoder and a command de 
coder to read the message frames and provide for set 
ting of the day, hour and minute counters. The clock 
unit is read by message frames with a pair of succeed 
ing frames reading the three BCD bits for the day 
while simultaneously reading the hour data and the 
minutes or seconds data. The system is automatically 
updated each minute or second by an interrupt signal 
device connected to the input of the minute and sec 
ond counters. The interrupt device normally connects 
the minute selection to control updating, but is con 
nected to the system for response to a message frame 
signal to select the second interrupt interval. 

19 Claims, 1 Drawing Figure 
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1 
REMOTE TIME CLOCK SYSTEM WITH STANDBY 

POWER MEANS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to a remotely controlled time 
clock having standby power means and in particular to 
such a time clock forming a part of a remote control 
system. - 

In automated control systems, various functions are ' 
to be completed in accordance with a predetermined 
real time program. For example, in automated environ 
mental'control systems a real time clock may be em 
ployed to provide automatic activation of certain 
equipment, read-outs, and displays with respect to the 
system at a particular time of day on a particular day 
within any given week. In local systems, the time clock 
is readily hard-wired directly into the processing and 
control unit. The clock is manually resettable and di 
rectly driven from a power supply system forming a 
part of a total public utility power system. Standby 
power operations are normally provided through a bat 
tery controlled system or the like. However, the basic 
clock system is normally constructed without specific 
consideration of the power drawn and the battery 
supplies will only control it for a relatively short period 
of time. 

Further, the timing signals are normally obtained 
from a suitable crystal oscillator which inherently may 
result in an accumulated error which limits the applica 
bility of the clock in primary-secondary related time 
systems. 

- In controlsystems having remotely located activated 
devices, the real time clock at the remote station 
should be reliably driven from a standby supply and the 
system should provide for remote checking and updat 
ing of the clock to .insure proper time operation of the 
various pieces of hardware and coupling means in ac 
cordance with a predetermined time programming pat 
tern. 

Thus, the copending application Ser. No. 315,567 of 
Buchanan et al. entitled DATA COMMUNICATION 
SYSTEM EMPLOYING A SERIES LOOP, which was 
filed on the same day as this application and which is 
assigned to the same assignee, disclosed a loop control 
system employing actuated control stations and a plu 
rality of remote stations. A serial data loop connects 
the stations by loop communication therebetween to 
permit the central station to not only control the hard 
ware at the remote stations but to receive information 
regarding the functioning of such hardware. Digitally‘ 
information in binary code form is transmitted to and 
from the remote stations under the control of a loop 
controller at the central station, with the data and in 
formation carried in discrete multiple bit frames. Each 
frame includes a plurality of bytes related successively 
to a remote station address, point module address, 
command and data information, in multiple bit form. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

The present invention is particularly directed to a re 
mote time clock means which can be coupled into a 
communication or processing system such as in the Bu 
chanan et al application without being directly wired 
thereto and which permits the automatic remote reset 
ting and readout. 
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Generally in accordance with the present invention, 
the time clock means which is preferably a digital type 
which includes separate time units or elements for re 
cording the several divisions of time; for example, the 
day, the hour, the minute and the second of real time. 
The clock elements .are connected to to form an inter 
related time unit connected to a processing point mod 
ule having a common coded address for remote com 
munication to a central controller station or means. 
The module is provided with a unique interlock means 
including a command decoding means responsive to a 
command section of a message frame permitting selec' 
tive transfer of information to set the clock means and 
also to read the clock means for control station veri? 
cation and the like. The several time elements of a digi 
tal clock are preferably provided with paralleled preset 
input and paralleled outputs which are in binary coded 
decimals (BCD) and which are directly transferable 
from the inputs to outputs. With the appropriate strob 
ing signals received from the message frames and the 
like, the information is transferred through the count 
ers to their outputs without the rapid pulse and com 
pare technique normally encountered in many systems. 
Consequently, there is no need to terminate the clock 
operation for other than a relatively brief period during 
which the information is strobed through the clock and 
into the clock’s counters or the like. The paralleled cir 
cuitry also minimizes the required interconnecting cir 
cuitry. _ 

The novel apparatus also preferably includes a sec 
ond’s interrupt and a minute’s interrupt to provide for 
updating the system at selected intervals. The informa 
tion is fed into the clock from successive frame ele 
ments by individual introduction of the time informa 
tion for the several time units. 

In accordance with one aspect of this invention, only 
the unit of time set is the minutes counter. The infor 
mation is read out of the time clock by reading of all 
of the several time units or counters. 
The command section or byte of a ?rst message 

frame is employed to initiate the setting of information 
from the data byte into the properly addressed time 
clock module, with the day set by the initiating‘frame 
and with subsequent write frames providing for the 
writing of the minutes and the hours into the clock. The 
data byte also includes information as to whether a 
minute or second interrupt updating is to be estab 
lished. The command decoding means further provides 
for the reading of the day, hour, minutes and seconds 
by three successive frames, with the ?rst frame receiv 
ing the ?rst digit of the day information and the seven 
hour bits, the second frame providing for ?nal intro 
duction of the last two day bits required for the day ad 
dress and the reading for the minutes or seconds infor 
mation. The ?nal frame receives the seconds or min— 
utes, depending upon the decoding of its command sec 
tion or byte. A readout can be taken in any sequence 
or order. 
The time clock may derive power principally from 

line power. An auxiliary novel standby power system 
with minimum power consumption, particularly in 
standby conditions, is preferably provided for main 
taining operation in response to a main power failure. 
The real time clock is, in accordance with a particu 

larly novel. construction, a solid state counter having 
the input connected to be driven from a suitable alter 
nating current power supply, such as a conventional 60 
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Hz or 50 Hz public utility system. A line-powered syn 
chronization circuit includes a triggered circuit means 
which maintains a continuous source of clock pulses 
for normal operation which are connected directly to 
the seconds or lowest-reading unit of the clock through 
a suitable dividing network to generate the appropriate 
clock signal for the counter. The circuit preferably in 
cludes a recti?er and voltage limiter connecting a 
power line transformer to drive a suitable one-shot type 

' circuit, the output of which is connected to generate 
the clock signal. An auxiliary battery-operated power 
supply and oscillator is provided for replacing of the 
line-powered synchronizing circuit. The standby power 
system preferably includes a battery drive having a 
charging circuit connected to the incoming line circuit 
to provide continuous charging during normal opera 
tion. The output of the standby oscillator is coupled to 
a steering or switching network to provide an alternate 
source of clock signals to the dividing network. The 
switching network may advantageously employ solid 
state gates. The normal synchronizing pulses are also 
connected through a timing means such as a retriggera 
ble one-shot ‘to control the gates after a selected time 
period. The second timing device remains active for a 
relatively long period when compared with that of the 
first device. Thus, as long as the ?rst trigger means con 
tinuously generates the necessary clock signals, the sec 
ond timing means will be held in the normal standby 
position. If power fails, the first timing means will not 
generate the required timing signals. The second timing 
means, which has a longer time period, however, will 
sense the power failure and generate a logic signal to 
the steering gates and automatically actuate the gates 
to connect the clock circuit to the standby oscillator. 
The system will thus respond with the auxiliary circuit 
replacing the normal clock synchronizing pulses in 
such that no more than two timing pulses will be missed 
by the clock in response to such power failure. 
The time clock and particularly the standby circuitry 

is designed'to use the integrated circuitry such as that 
conventionally identi?ed as C/MOS or COS-MOS type 
to reduce the power consumption, particularly in the 
standby operating mode. The standby oscillator is se 
lected to operate continuously, but the output or load 
ing thereof is only in response to main power failure. 
Thus, the load requirements on the system are mini 
mized and ‘the total design of the system minimizes the 
power requirements. 
The present invention thus provides an improved dig 

ital type clock which is particularly adapted for remote 
control systems such as the serial data loop control and 

, monitoring ‘system, previously discussed wherein all 
communication is through a common communication 
cable which minimizes the wiring of the system while 
maintaining a highly ?exible and rapidly responding 
clock unit. Further, the clock can be built as an inte 
grated circuit module for direct addition to any prop 
erly terminated'communication network. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWING 

The drawing furnished herewith illustrated a pre 
ferred construction of the present invention in which 
the above advantages and features are clearly disclosed 
as well as others which will be readily understood from 
the subsequent description of such illustrated embodi; 
ment. - - 
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4 
The drawing furnished herewith is a diagrammatic 

illustration of a real time clock constructed in accor 
dance with the present invention and interconnected 
into a loop communication system for remote control. 

DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENT 

Referring to the drawing and particularly to FIG. 1, 
the present invention is shown applied to a data com 
munication loop system employing a central loop con 
troller l serially coupled by a loop communication 
cable 2 to a plurality of remote stations 3, generally as 
more fully disclosed in the previously referred to Bu 
chanan et al. application. The central controller 1 gen 
erates a series of message frames 4, each of which in 
cludes a plurality of digital logic .bits. The message 
frames 4 are circulated in serial fashion throughout the 
loop to establish communication with the several're 
mote stations 3 in a selected manner. Each of the re 
mote stations 3 controls various load means for produc 
ing various controlling and monitoring functions. Thus, 
a heating, ventillating and air-conditioning system for 
a building or complex of‘buildings may include various 
contact and drive means for controlling the operating 
means as well as sensing devices for monitoring the 
conditions and system operation. Some ,of the load 
means may be operated at a predetermined time during 
the week and day under control of a time program at 
the loop controller. The several remote stations 3 are 
each arranged to control and monitor selected operat 
ing groups, which are further divided at each station 
into related functional groups. The functional groups 
are de?ned as point modules 5 which are selectively ac 
tivated by the message frame, as more fully, disclosed 
in the Buchanan et alapplication. The present inven 
tion is particularly related to the reading and setting of 
a real time clock unit 6 which is interconnected at a 
point module 5 at a remote ‘station 3 for automatic acti 
vation of time program functions, operator display and 
the like. The time clock unit 6, by means of its time 
point module 5, converses with the loop controller 1 to 
actuate load means 7 ‘at selected time vat the various 
loop remotes 3. In a remote‘time clock system, the 
clock unit 6 should be periodically checked by readout 
of the setting and reset to update the .setting and ensure 
continued proper programming of the load means. 
The remote station 3, which includes a time clock 

unit 6 and its assorted time point modules, is shown in 
detail for purposes of clearly describing the embodi 
ment of the present invention. All remote stations 3 
may include time actuated loads 7, and the same time 
clock may be employed for load control in several 
loops. 
The last remote station 3 connected to receive the 

frame 4 and return it to the loop controller 1 is shown 
and includes a frame logic handling means 8 which is 
connected via a common bus 9 to point modules 5 for 
selectively activating one of the modules for receiving 
and processing the particular message frame 4. Each 
point module 5 is generally constructed with an address 
decoder 10 which produces a point enable signal at its 
output line 11 and a command decoder 12. The decod 
ers l0 and 12 are connected to bus 9, as shown, to re 
ceive binary coded logic messages. 
I The, the central controller 1 generates the message 
frames 4 in the time spaced sequence. The frames 4 are 
divided into a plurality of coded bytes each having mul 
tiple bits as disclosed in the Buchanan et al, application 
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and particularly including a station address byte, a 
point module address byte as well as command and sta 
tus check bytes and a final function or data byte. The 
frame handling means 8 will detect the initial byte of 
the message frame 4 and, if appropriate, couples the 
message frame to the appropriate point modules 10 — 
12, for processing of each bit of the message. The asso 
ciated point module hardware is activated in accor 
dance with the multiple bit instructions or command of 
the message frame 4, which is decoded by the com~ 
mand decoder 12. The'decoders l0 and 12 may be of 
any suitable construction. As applied to the system de 
scribed, a satisfactory construction is shown in the co 
pending application Ser. No. 315,447 of L. J. Strojny 
entitled “REMOTE CODED DUAL STATE CON 
TROLLER APPARATUS” which was filled on the 
same day as this application and is assigned to the same 
assignee. and which is now U.S. Pat. No. 3,796,995. 
Generally, the time point module 5, in the illustrated 

embodiment of this invention, includes a plurality of 
counters l3 .— 16, de?ning the time clock 6, one 
counter for each of the time units employed. The clock 
counters 13 — 16 are interconnected through the time 
point module 5 to loop controller 1 to effect the desired 
control of the associated load means 7 in accordance 
with a preprogrammed programmer at the loop con 
troller transferring the clock output to the load means 
over loop 2. 

In the illustrated embodiment of the invention the 
time clock is shown including a day counter 13, an hour 
counter 14, a minute counter 15 and a second counter 
16. The clock is driven from a special pulse-generating 
unit 17 which is connected to the second counter 16, 
with counters 13- 16 interconnected in the usual deci 
mal divider chain which transfers pulses automatically 
to establish the minutes, hour and day as a continuous 
real time record. 
The individual counters are shown as directly preset 

table units having parallel preset inputs 18 which per 
mit the selective updating of the clock time with the 
input signals directly appearing on the outputs 34 as a 
result of the direct preset construction. Both the input 
and the output are preferably coded in binary-coded 
decimal form, hereinafter abbreviated “BCD,” and are 
in bit parallel form to permit the direct interfacing and 
readout. 
The day counter 13 maintains the day based on recy 

cling for each week. Thus, the day counter 13 must re 
cord decimal digits of from zero through six for the 
week. This requires a three-bit wide input 18 and a cor 
responding three-bit wide output 19 in order to indi 
cate a given day in binary coded decimals. The hour 
counter 14, which counts through 24 hours, corre 
spondingly must have a minimum of six-bit wide inputs 
and outputs, two bits of which are necessary to record 
the most signi?cant position or number of zero through 
two. The minute and the second counters l5 and 16 
similarly require seven binary bit wide inputs and out 
puts, four of which indicate the least signi?cant posi 
tion number of zero through nine and three of which 
are required for the most signi?cant position of zero 
through six in decimal form. 
The binary data information is read into and from a 

message frame 4 through the fourth data byte of the 
message frame which includes 8 data bits. As presently 
described, three frames 4 are required for each setting 
or complete reading of the time clock 6. 
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To set the clock, three message frames 4 are received 

in a selected sequence to set the day, hour and minutes, 
counters 13 - 15 and to set the seconds counter 16 to 
zero. I 

The directly resettable counters l3 — 16 are selec 

tively updated by such message frames 4 carrying the 
corresponding data in the final data byte. The transfer 
ofthe data from the message frame 4 to the appropriate 
counter 13 - 15 is controlled by a logic circuit 20 which 
is driven from the command decoder 12. 
The command decoder 12 establishes ?ve outputs, 

and includes an initiate line 21 and a write line 22 em 
ployed to control setting of the clock counters, via the 
logic circuit 20. Logic circuit 20 includes an enable se 
lect logic gate 23 having inputs connected to the bus 9, 
decoder enable line 11 and the initiate line 21, and a 
logic power on/off sense circuit 23a. 1f the coded infor 
mation is, therefore, available and properly processed 
and if the logic power on/off sense circuit 23a, which 
functions to inhibit the possibility of setting the clock 
6 during periods of power turn-on/turn-off of circuit 
20, has determined that logic power is completely ap 
plied to circuit 20, then the gate 23 produces an output 
at line 24 which is connected to enable a select logic 
unit 25 which has a set day counter output line 26, a set 
hour counter output line 27, and a set minute counter 
output line 28. The logic unit 25 "is a sequencing or 
counting unit which responds to the signal at the initi 
ate line 21 to set line 26 and step the unit to next acti 
vate line 28. The logic unit 25 is also connected to line 
22 which is operable to activate line 28 and step the 
unit to next activate line 27. The three message frames 
4 must, therefore, be received in proper sequence from 
loop controller 1 to properly set the clock unit 6. 
A program format for the three message frames 4 in 

the assumed four byte message frame would be as fol 
lows: 

1. Station address, module address, initiate code 
(1111), data byte D22 D21 D20 X X X X S day. 

2. Station address, module address, write code 
(0010), data byte X 2102 210‘ 210° 213 212 2,1 2,” min 
utes. 

3. Station address, module address, write code 
(0010), data byte X X 210‘ 210° 213 212 2,” hours in 
24 hours form. ' 

Where numeric data is in BCD, X denotes unused bit, 
and S = l selects the seconds interrupt. 
The first message frame 4, as all message frames for 

the clock unit 6, must include the proper remote sta 
tion address and the point module address. The ?rst 
setting message frame 4 would also include an initiate 
command code which, for example, might be all logic 
ones applied to a command decoder 12 and establish 
an appropriate output at the initiate line 21 which with 
the point enable signal line would permit insertion of 
data information into the clock counter 13. The data 
byte of frame 4 will then, in the ?rst three bit positions, 
include the day in binary-coded-decimal form. Thus, if 
it is the ?rst day of the week, the three bit would be set 
in logic 000. The four next bits of the byte in this first 
frame are not employed, whereas the ?nal bit in the bi 
nary unit is employed to preselect the minute or the. 
seconds interrupt. 
This latter bit is interconnected to an interrupt logic 

control 29 to control the read periods as hereinafter de 
scribed. 
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The next message frame which will be transmitted by 
the loop controller upon return of the above frame and 
analyzed by the loop controller similarly includes the 
remote station and point module addresses followed by 
a write code command in the next byte. The data byte 
now includes the minute data information for introduc 
tion into the minute counter. As previously described, 

' a seven bit wide input is required for the hours and like 
wise for the minutes. The ?rst bit may, therefore, be a 
data blank, whereas the next seven bits are employed 
to encode the appropriate hour or minute, as the case 
may be. All initiate and write frames reset the seconds 
counter to zero. Thus, the initial active three bits after 
bit zero are encoded with the most significant number 
in binary-coded-decimal form and the last four data 
bits are encoded» with respect to the information with 
respect to the least significant position to read up to 59 
and at 60 changes to the hour. This frame message sets 
the hour and minute counters and is retransmitted in 
acknowledged form to the loop controller 1, veri?ed 
and a third frame is then transmitted. 
The third frame which is received includes the hours 

in 24 hour form, with the information'carried by the 
last six data’ bits. ' ' - i 

The input order is followed completely through for 
each clock setting, to maintain days, minutes and hours 
in proper sequence. The same write command is em 
ployed and requires that the above order be established 
and completely followed through. After the third set 
ting frame has been received and processed at the point 
module, the frame is returned as an acknowledged 
frame. 
The outputs of the several counters l3 — 16 are peri-. 

odically read, and in the illustrated embodiments at ei 
therminute or second intervals. ' 

The clock 6 is provided in the illustrated construction 
with means to selectively cause controller 1 to read the 
time at intervals of either minutes or seconds. The 
clock module 5 has an interrupt or message frame re 
quest unit 30 which is coupled to the inputs of the‘ 
counters 15. and 16 via the interrupt select logic gate 
29. Thus, a minutes interrupt signal line 31 is con 
nected between the minutes and seconds counters l5 
and 16 and a seconds interrupt line 32 is similarly con 
nected to the input of the seconds counter 16. The min 
ute interrupt signal at either line 31 or 32 is coupled to 
the frame handling logic means 8 via the interrupt unit 
30 to request an available frame, unless a previous set 
ting message'frame has speci?cally included a “sec 
onds” interrupt command in the ?nal byte as noted 
above. The interrupt signal is thus continuously and pe 
riodically generated to maintain information transfer to 
controller 1. When an available frame is received, it is 
processed by the clock modules 5, properly ?lled and 
transmitted to the loop controller 1 to indicate the 
pending request for transfer of information to the con 
troller 1. An'output reader multiplex unit 33 has input 
lines 34 connected to the output of the counters-l3 for 
coupling of the data to the bus 9 and thus for selective 
connection into a message frame 4, under the control 
of the output and command decoder 12. 
The decoder 12 is operable to selectively activate 

three read lines 35, 36 and 37 which provide for se 
quentially ?lling of three frames 4 and particularly 
transferring of the clock output for processing by con 
troller 1. 
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in order to read the output of all four counters l3 — 
16 with only three message frames 4, the day bits are 
divided and carried by two sequential frames 4. A satis 
factory format for the assumed 36 multiple bit message 
frame is: 

1. Station address, module address, Read X code 
data D20 2102 2“)l 2100 .213 212 2]‘ 210 

day bits and minutes data. ‘ 
2. Station address, module address, Read Y code 
(1001), data byte D22 D21 2,,‘ 2,0“ 2,3 2,2 2,1 2,0 
day bits and hour data. 

3. Station address, module address, Read Z (1011), 
data 2102 2101 2100 213 212 211 210 Seconds 

ln'accordance with a preferred format, the ?rst mes 
sage frame 4 includes a read command which enables 
the first read line 35. This line activates the day and 
minute counter section of readout '33 to transferday 
and hour data which includes the least signi?cant bi 
nary bit for the day in the zero or ?rst data byte and the 
total minute data in the subsequent seven data bits. The 
subsequent frame includes an hour read code such as 
1001 which activates line 36 and the readout 33 cou 
ples the output of counters l3 and 14, with the data 
byte received in the ?rst two bit positions the next two 
binary bit logic signals for completing the day informa 
tion and the'final six bits including the total hour data. 
Finally, the third frame 4 which is similarly addressed 
is provided with a seconds read code such as 1011 
which enables the third read line 37. The ?rst or zero 
bit of the fourth message frame byte» is not employed, 
and only the ?nal seven bits are employed to receive 
and encode the total data setting of the seconds 
counter 16. - ‘ p‘ 

. In response to a reading either at second or the‘ min 
ute interval, the interrupt signal is operative to ?ll the 
available frame 4 withv the point module address, the 
code for activating the ?rst read line 35 and the minute 
data of the minute counter l5.“The information is con 
tinuously inserted into sequential available frames 4 
until the loop controller 1 generates a read command 
which activates read line 35. The read line 35 is thus 
also connected to clear the interrupt unit 30. 
Thus, the digital clock provides a continuous timed I 

control of the load means 7. The second and minute in 
terrupt signals are derived for automatic time updating 
into the system to thereby ensure accurate control of 
the load. Thus, if the controller 1 detects a need to up 
date the clock, it automatically transmits the necessary 
preset message frames 4, as previously discussed. 
With the binary-coded-decimal bit parallel transfer, 

' the information is transferred through the counters 13 

55 

60 

65 

- 16 directly to their output without the rapid pulse and 
compare techniques which have been widely em 
ployed. This minimizes the down time of the clock op 
eration. The coded system also minimizes the overall 
circuitry and associated wiring. This is important where 
a signi?cant number of remote stations 3 are provided 
with timed loads requiring real time clock actuation 
with means to ensure the accurate timed actuation of 
the loads. ' 

In many applications, it is extremely important that 
the clock operate properly and continuously to supply 
the necessary timed control information to the loads 7. 
Consequently," the clock units are normally provided 
with a main power system drive and an auxiliary self 
powered standby system drive. A particularly novel 
main drive 38 and auxiliary drive 39 is shown in the 
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preferred embodiment and constitute a signi?cant and 
novel feature of this invention. 
Generally, a main drive system 38 includes a cou 

pling circuit 40 connected to the incoming alternating 
current power supply 41 which will either be the con 
ventional 60 or 50 Hz (Hertz) power. The coupling cir 
cuit 40 including a coupling transformer 42 intercon 
necting the AC line power 41 into the circuit. The volt 
age is reduced down to a suitable level for driving the 
clock circuitry, in particular to a 16 volt RMS level. A 
half-wave rectifying diode 43 in series with a limiting 
resistor 44 and a pull-down resistor 45 are connected 
across the transformer secondary. A regulating diode 
46, such as‘ a Zener diode, is connected across the pull 
down resistor 45 to limit the voltage of the signal at the 
junction 47 of the resistors 44 and 45. this generates an 
input signal which is coupled to a suitable triggered 
timing circuit 48 shown as a one-shot integrated circuit, 
identi?ed by the circuit number 74121. Each cycle of 
the line voltage generates a corresponding recti?ed 
pulse which fires the circuit 48. The output is a pulse 
signal, for example, of two milliseconds length, al 
though the particular timing period is not critical. It is 
merely necessary that the circuit provide a suitable 
pulse signal for each input cycle of the power supply 
41. The one-shot circuit 48 establishes opposite logic 
level signals at output line 49 and at line 50. The output 
pulse signal at line 50 de?nes a clock synchronizing 
pulse which is connected through a steering diode or 
gate network 52 to the proper pulse dividing network 
53 to generate a pulse per second at the clock drive line 
54 which is connected as the input side of the second 
counter 16. 
Thus, if the line frequency is 60 Hz, the circuit 53 will 

divide by 60 and provide the pulse per second. Simi 
larly, if the line power is a 50 Hz signal, the divider cir 
cuit 53 will proportionately divide the input pulses by 
50 to provide the desired pulse per second output. 
The output counting pulses, which proceed through 

the minutes, the hour and the day counters in accor 
dance with well-known functioning, with the counters 
13 — 16 being driven to maintain the desired binary 
coded-decimal encoded time information. 
Thus, as long as the line voltage is available, the sys 

tem is driven directly from the line supply 41. If the line 
voltage should fail, the clock unit 16 is driven from the 
self-powered standby drive 39. The illustrated embodi 
ment of the standby drive includes a standby oscillator 
55 of a frequency corresponding to the line frequency 
and connected as a standby input to the steering gates 
52 for selective introduction or replacement of the con 
ventional clock synchronizing signals to the divider 53. 
The oscillator 55 is connected to a battery 56 and oper 
ates continuously. A battery charge 57 is connected to 
charge battery 56 from the supply 41 and maintains the 
battery fully charged until a line failure occurs. The 
output of oscillator 55 is not transferred and employed 
unless the line power fails. The oscillator is an C/MOS 
integrated circuit which requires minimal power con 
sumption during standby operation and permits relative 
long periods of use in the event of a power failure. 
The failure is detected through a pulse detector and 

timing means 58 which is connected to line 49 of the 
one-shot circuit 48..The means 58 is shown as a retrig 
gerable one-shot circuit also but it has a signi?cantly 
longer time period than that of the ?rst; for example, 
a 30 msec. period. The retriggerable one-shot detector 
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58 is shown as a 74123 unit with the output line 59 con 
nected to the steering gate 52 to switch the connection 
from the conventional clock sync input line 50 to the 
output of the standby oscillator 55. Thus, the line 59 
stays active for approximately 30 milliseconds after 
each synchronizing pulse and will be maintained active 
as long as the retriggering pulses from the ?rst one-shot 
circuit 48 are received. 
The output line 59 is, therefore,‘normally maintained 

at a logic “0” level and activates the gate 52 to connect 
the divider 53 to circuit 48. If, however, the normal 
clock synchronizm pulse signals are not received for a 
period in excess of thirty milliseconds, the resettable 
one-shot detector 58 will time out and generate a logic 
“ 1 ” signal at the output line 59. When the output goes 
to the logic “ l ”, the gate 52 automatically switches to 
connect the auxiliary oscillator 58 of standby power 
supply 39 to the dividing network 53 to replace the 
original timing pulses with that from the auxiliary sup 
ply. 
Thus, the detection and necessary switching are such 

that no more than two timing or clock pulses will ever 
be missed by the seconds counter 16. 
By the use of integrated circuits for the oscillator and 

the like, the present invention provides an automatic 
auxiliary standby supply requiring minimum power 
consumption and further providing for automatic trans 
fer with essentially minimal loss of timing. 
The present invention thus provides a real time clock 

means which is readily adapted to a communication 
network providing for proper updating of the setting 
and monitoring of the clock setting with a minimum 
wiring complexity and the like. The novel clock system, 
thus, provides a very reliable and highly satisfactory 
real time source which can be employed at one remote 
point in a data communication loop serving several 
points and particularly in a primary-secondary time sys 
tem. 

Various modes of carrying out the invention are con 
templated as being within the scope of the following 
claims, particularly pointing out and distinctly claiming 
the subject matter which is regarded as the invention. 
We claim: 
1. A data communication apparatus having a data 

communication loop cable means connecting a loop 
controller means to a plurality of remote stations, at 
least one of said remote stations including a real time 
clock controlled load means, said controller means es 
tablishing message frames for communicating with the 
remote stations, the improvement comprising a real 
time clock control apparatus at said remote stations 
comprising an address decoding means having an input 
vmeans for connection to said loop controller and oper 
able to establish an enable signal, a command decoding 
means having an input means for connection to said ad 
dress decoding means for establishing a plurality of out 
puts including a write command output and a read out 
put, a real time clock means having a time set input 
means and a time readout means, said write command 
output being connected to actuate the set input means, 
said read output being connected to activate the read_ 
out means, and said enable signal being coupled to the 
clock means and said set input means and said readout" 
means being adapted for connection to said communi 
cation loop‘cable means in response to said enable sig 
nal for selectively receiving time information and for 
transmitting time information via said message frames. 
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2. The data communication apparatus of claim 1 

wherein said time clock means includes a plurality of 
multiple bit digital coded counter stages for establish 
ing the different time units, each of said message 
frames including a plurality of parallel information bits 
for directly setting a counter stage, said command de 
coding means including means to activate said counter 
stages in a predetermined sequence, and said command 
decoding means establishing a plurality of different 
read outputs connected to said counter stages and se 
lectively connecting said stages to said cable means for 
simultaneously transmitting time information in'digital 
form from a plurality of said stages. . _ 

3. The data communication apparatus of claim 2 
wherein said counter stages include a day-of-week 
stage, an hour stage, a minute stage and a second stage, 
said different read outputs being connected to selec 
tively and simultaneously actuate said day-of-week 
stage with said hour stage and with said minute stage. 
v4. ,The data communication apparatus of claim 1 

wherein said real ,time' clock means is a digital means 
having a day counter, an hour counter, a minute 
counter and a second counter connected in serial fash 
ion to a “seconds" pulse input means, each of said 

, counters having a parallel set input means and parallel 
readout means, said command decoding establishing a 
plurality of write command outputs including an initi 
ate output and ?rst write output and another write out 
put, a sequence means connected to said first write out 
put and to said initiate output and to said other write 
output and connected to actuate the day counter to set 
the day time in response to a signal from the initiate 
output and the minute counter in response to the first 
write output and the hour counter in response to the 
other write output, said sequence means also being 
reset by said initiate output. . 

5. The data communication apparatus of claim 4 
wherein said read outputs include a ?rst output to acti 
vate a first day bit and minute counters, a second read 
output connected to activate the second and third day 
bits of the day counter and the hour counters, and the 
third read output being connected to activate the sec 
onds counters.‘ 
6..Thevdata communication apparatus of claim 4 

wherein said sequence means is a counting means re 
sponsive to the initiate and write output to establish a 
signal at a first output line and responsive to successive‘ 
signals at the write output to sequentially establish a 
signal at second and third output lines, said output lines 
being connected to said corresponding counters. 

7. The data communication apparatus of claim 1 
wherein the real time clock means is a digital means 
having a plurality of interconnected counters for track‘ 
ing different‘ units of time, and each of said counters di 
rectly setting the output means in accordance with the 
binary logic signals at the input means in response to 
the outputs of the command decoding means. 

8. The data communication apparatus of claim 1 
wherein said loop controller includes a programmer for 
establishing said message frames, said real time clock 
means includes interrupt signal means to establish peri 
odic output interrupt signals corresponding to selected 
division of time, and interrupt means connected to said 
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clock means and to said cable means to establish a 
frame request for updating of the loop controller pro 
gramer. ‘ ' " ' 

13,861,134, 
9. The data communication apparatus of claim 8 

wherein said interrupt means‘ establishes and includes 
means to respond atdifferent rates to said interrupt sig 
nals. I , , , . 

10. The data communication apparatus of claim 8 
wherein said interrupt signal means includes a minute 
interrupt line and a second interrupt'line, saidtinterrupt 
means being a switch means selectively responsive‘ to 
said interrupt lines, and said interrupt means being con- 
nected to said cable means and responsive to a signal 
controlling the selection of the interrupt means. 

11. The data communication apparatus of claim 1 
wherein said loop controller includes a programmer for 
establishing said message frames, said real time clock 
means is a digital means having a day counter, an hour 
counter, a minute counter and a second counter con 
nected in serial fashion to a second pulse input means, 
interrupt means including a minute interrupt line con 
nected to the minute counter and a second interrupt 
line connected to the second counter, said interrupt 
means selectively coupling the signal of said interrupt 
lines to a message request line, and. said interrupt 
means having said request line connected to said cable 
means and having means responsive to a message frame 
signal to control the connection of the interrupt lines 
to the cable means, said interrupt means thereby peri 
odically being operatively coupled to the'cable means 
to request and obtain a message frame and thereby ini 
tiate the updating of the loop controller programer by 
successive message frames from the controller means. 

12. The data communication apparatus of claim 11 
wherein said interrupt means includes an interrupt 
latch connected to the cable means, and an interrupt 
select means having an input means connected to said 
interrupt lines and an output connected to the interrupt 
latch, said select means having a normal condition con 
necting one of said interrupt lines and disconnecting 
the other of said interrupt lines to the interrupt latch 
and responsive to said message frame signal to reverse 
the connection. _ . 

13. The data communication apparatus of claim 1 for 
connection to an A.C. power supply, 

a clock pulse source including an A.C. supply cou 
pling and synchronizing means for receiving corre 
sponding alternating current power of a ?xed fre 
quency from said power supply and‘ establishing a 
continuous series of time spaced related clock driv 
ing pulse signals of a repetition rate, 

an auxiliary standby self-powered oscillator adapted 
to establish a corresponding series of pulse signals 
of a corresponding repetition rate, 

a steering gate means having a ?rst input connected 
to the output of the clock pulse source and a sec 
ond input connected to said standby oscillator, said 
steering gate means being selectively operable to 
couple one of said two inputs to said clock means, 
and 

a power failure detection means connected to the 
source and responsive to failure of the source‘to 
generate a selected number of pulse signals within 
a selected time period and automatically operating 
said gates to connect said standby oscillator as the 
input to said clock means. 

14. The data communication apparatus of claim 13 
wherein said auxiliary oscillator is battery driven, and 
having a rechargeable battery connected to drive said 
oscillator, and a battery charging circuit connected to 
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said battery and having an input means for connection 
to said power supply. 

15. The data communication apparatus of claim 13 
wherein said supply coupling and synchronizing means 
includes a triggerable timing means and having a pulse 
output connected to the gate means, a half-wave recti 
fying means connected to said power supply and to the 
timing means to pulse said timing means, a retriggera 
ble timing means connected to be driven from said trig 
gerable timing means and having an output means con 
nected to selectively actuate said steering gate means. 

16. The apparatus of claim 15 wherein said trigger 
able timing means is a one-shot circuit'and having a 
clock synchronization pulse output and a control out 
put, said retriggerable timing means is a second one 
shot circuit connected to be driven from said control 
output of said first one-shot circuit and having a steer 
ing output means connected to actuate said steering 
gate means to connect the auxiliary oscillator to said 
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clock means. 

17. The apparatus of claim 15 wherein said gate 
means have a normal standby position connecting the 
auxiliary oscillator to the clock means, and responsive 
to the output of the second timing means to reverse 
said connection and connect the first timing means to 
the clock means. 

18. In the data communication apparatus of claim 15 
wherein said oscillator includes a C/MOS integrated 
circuit which is driven continuously to establish said 
pulses at said gate means. 

19. The apparatus of claim 1 including logic circuit 
means for selectively transferring data to and from said 
real time clock means, a logic power supply means for 
said logic circuit means, and on-off power means for 
sensing the power supply means to inhibit the transfer 
of data during the turn-on of power and the turn-off of 
power. 

* * * * * 


